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This article discusses the impact of the opioid epidemic and other substance use disorders (SUDs) on families and their members, including children. We review factors contributing to this major public health and safety problem, current trends in opioid and other substance use and misuse, prevalence of opioid use disorders (OUDs) and other SUDs, and interventions to help families. Sources of information for this article include research, clinical and recovery literature, government reports, experiences of the two senior authors in clinical settings, and interviews and surveys of family members affected by a loved one’s SUD.

The Opioid Epidemic and Other Substance Use Disorders

America is in the throes of an opioid epidemic as a result of the rapid rise in individuals who misuse opioids or develop an opioid use disorder (OUD) and become addicted to prescription opioids used to
treat pain, or to illicit opioids like heroin or fentanyl (ACAP 2017; Cicero, Ellis, and Suratt 2015; Frank and Pollack 2017; Koh 2015; Schuckit 2016). This epidemic has led to a substantial increase in the number of overdose deaths from opioids and other drugs and a five-fold increase in babies of opioid-addicted mothers born with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (Alexander 2015; Dart et al. 2015; Jansson and Velez 2010; Jones et al. 2010; SAMHSA 2016). In addition to OUDs, other substance misuse and SUDs have an impact on individuals and families and contribute to or exacerbate medical, psychiatric, family, social, and legal problems (Berry et al. 2013; Compton 2015; Daley and Douaihy 2017; Douaihy and Daley 2013, 2017; Friedman 2013; Kendler et al. 2016; Schuckit 2016; Soyka 2017; Volkow et al. 2014). These problems present challenges to medical, social service, and criminal justice systems, and highlight the need for services and interventions to help families affected by SUDs.

Media attention and national dialogue on the opioid epidemic has increased in recent years. The focus, however, has primarily been on overdose statistics, causes, and political discourse about the best course of action for this problem. While many reports and papers detail interventions to help individuals with SUDs, limited attention is given to the support that families and children need to help them cope with a loved one’s SUD and the impact it has on their lives.

**Current Trends in Opioid and Other Substance Use, Misuse, and SUDs**

A recent *National Survey on Drug Use and Health* published by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA 2016) shows that over 119 million people ages 12 or older used prescription drugs with addiction potential during 2015 (see Figure 1), and nearly 19 million misused these drugs.

![Figure 1. Numbers of Past-Year Prescription Psychotherapeutic Drug Users Among People Aged 12 or Older in 2015. (SAMHSA, *National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2016.*)](image)
Many users get these drugs from family, friends, or dealers and not from a physician. This SAMHSA survey also found that in the past month over 27 million used illicit drugs (see Figure 2), and over 64 million used tobacco products. The latter contributes to nearly 500,000 deaths per year as mortality rates are three times higher among smokers compared to nonsmokers (CDC 2017).

This SAMHSA survey also found (see Figure 3) high rates of alcohol use, binge drinking (four or more drinks per occasion for a woman, or five or more for a man) or heavy drinking (multiple binge episodes). Even a single episode of binge or heavy drinking can lead to a serious or fatal accident or injury.

![Figure 2. Numbers of Past-Month Illicit Drug Users Among People Aged 12 or Older in 2015. (SAMHSA, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2016.)](image)

![Figure 3. Number of Alcohol Users, Binge Drinkers, and Heavy Drinkers. (SAMHSA, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2016.)](image)
Findings from the *National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions* found increases in alcohol use, high-risk drinking, and alcohol use disorders (AUDs) from 2001 through 2013. Alcohol use increased among the total adult population from 65.4% to 72.7%, high-risk drinking increased from 9.7% to 12.6% of the population, and alcohol use disorders increased from 8.5% to 12.7% of the population (Grant et al. 2017). Most alarming was the significant increase among women whose drinking behavior rose by 57.9% for heavy drinking and by 83.7% for AUDs.

The SAMHSA study also found that nearly 21 million or 7.8% of the population had a substance use disorder (SUD) in the past year. This includes 15.7 million with an alcohol use disorder, 7.7 million with an illicit drug use disorder, 4 million with a cannabis use disorder, 2.6 million with a prescription or illegal opioid use disorder, and over 2 million with a stimulant use disorder (cocaine, methamphetamine, prescription stimulants). These are rates of SUDs among individuals in the community. Rates of these disorders in medical, psychiatric, addiction, and criminal justice systems are much higher. Numerous individuals have more than one type of SUD. In addition, epidemiologic and clinical studies show that many individuals with an SUD also have a coexisting psychiatric disorder (Daley and Thase 2004; Kelly and Daley 2013; Kessler et al. 1997; SAMHSA 2016; Regier 1990).

An unfortunate reality is that the large majority of those with an SUD never receive treatment. The SAMHSA study found that only 11.5% of individuals with an SUD received treatment and less than 2% with an SUD thought they needed it (SAMHSA 2015a). A report by Columbia University found similar low rates of engagement in services for SUDs with nearly half of referrals coming from the Criminal Justice System (CASA 2012). This speaks to the importance of the legal system intervening to engage more individuals with an SUD in treatment, and to divert individuals from incarceration to treatment when appropriate. In fact, if it were not for legal pressure to get help, many with an SUD would deteriorate even more, and families would experience more frustration and worry. Individuals with SUDs who received help for their problem while in jail or prison had better outcomes compared to those who did not receive this help (Freudenberg and Heller 2016).

**Current Trends in Treatment of SUDs Affecting the Family**

As expected, families are concerned with the low rates of treatment entry as well as the barriers and limitations of treatment systems, such as lack of quick and easy access to treatment when their loved one agrees to get help for the SUD, barriers to medication-assisted treatment (MAT) for opioid addiction,
limited professional care to support long-term recovery after a rehabilitation program, limits to funding to pay for certain types of treatment, and limited or lack of services for families when their loved one is in treatment or refuses treatment. Rural areas often lack adequate treatment services, which presents another barrier to treatment (Van Gundy 2006).

Factors contributing to the low rate of treatment utilization include lack of awareness of the SUD by the affected person, minimizing the severity of the SUD and need for treatment, low level of motivation to accept help, and being controlled by addictive drugs. Once an individual is addicted to an opioid drug and uses regularly, the brain’s reward center becomes hijacked. Repeated use of the drug is associated with environmental stimuli or “cues” that can trigger strong cravings even after a period of being drug free. Drug use becomes more reinforcing than ordinary healthy rewards associated with food, sex, relationships, accomplishments, or other positive experiences in life (Volkow and Fowler 2000; Volkow, Koob, and McLellan 2016).

In addition, executive processes in the prefrontal area of the brain may become seriously impaired so that the individual becomes less able to control desires to use and is more prone to making unhealthy or impulsive decisions.

Understanding some of the basic neurobiology of addiction may help families become more understanding, patient, and tolerant of the member who struggles with initiating or sustaining recovery following an episode of treatment. An important point for families to understand is that even addicted people who are motivated to change can be overwhelmed with the intensity of a drug craving triggered by positive memories or environmental cues (specific people, places, or objects such as needles, drug paraphernalia, pipes, pills, liquor bottles). This may also help some families understand the importance of medication-assisted treatment (MAT) for addiction to opioids or alcohol to reduce the intensity of opioid or alcohol cravings. When cravings are controlled, the person with the SUD is more able to use coping skills to manage the other challenges of recovery.

Individuals with SUDs are more likely to enter treatment as a result of a mandate or pressure from the legal system, an employer, or the family. It is common for these individuals to have external motivation initially. As a result of the opioid epidemic, more individuals with an OUD are now receiving professional help, although rates of treatment entry are still too low. Most resources to pay for treatment cover the “acute phase” of care in a residential rehabilitation, partial hospital, or intensive outpatient program rather than “long-term” care in outpatient settings.

Some families have been encouraged by the recent increase in the use of MATs for OUDs, which are associated with positive outcomes (Baser, Chalk, Fiellin, and Gastfriend 2011; Baser, Chalk, Rawson, and Gastfriend
2011; McCarty et al. 2010). More medical providers are now offering MAT to patients with OUDs in primary care practices, hospitals, or other medical or psychiatric practices (Liebschutz, Crooks, and Herman 2014; Stine and Kosten 2014; Weiss et al. 2015). All states have approved naloxone access laws in recent years. This has resulted in more drug overdoses being reversed by first responders, other drug users, and family members. This provides some relief to families who worry about the possibility of death from an overdose for their loved one. Our family survey found that families’ greatest fear was the possible death of their loved one from overdose (Ward and Daley 2014).

Factors that Mediate the Impact of SUDs on the Family

Not all families or members within a family are affected in the same way by a member’s SUD. However, these disorders often create ripple effects through the family. Countless lives are irrevocably altered in the “collateral damage” caused by an SUD. The burden of living with an SUD falls far beyond a single person. Commonly, many affected families suffer in silence, ashamed and unsupported, with limited access to services that address their needs. The effects can be felt even years after living with a family member who has an SUD (Ackerman 1987, 2002).

Severity of the SUD

Factors that mediate the impact of SUDs on families and individual members include substances used (amount, type, frequency of substance use), methods of administration, severity and duration of the member’s SUD, behaviors of this individual, and whether a co-occurring mental health or medical disorder is present (Daley and Miller 2001). For example, a family with an unemployed parent who has a severe drug addiction requiring daily multiple injections of heroin will experience different worries and stressors than a family who has a member with a moderate alcohol use disorder who is able to work. A family exposed to chronic alcohol dependence, with erratic behavior including violence during periods of intoxication, will be affected differently than a family whose member is addicted to prescription sedatives but does not evidence poor self-control or violent behaviors toward family members.

Loss of a Family Member

SUDs can lead to loss by separation, divorce, incarceration, death, or loss of role functioning as a parent. Parents and spouses can attest that losing a loved
one to a drug overdose or accident caused by alcohol intoxication elicits a different reaction than death from cancer. One mother found her 20-year-old daughter unresponsive due to a drug overdose “in the same room where we had tea parties, bedtime stories, slumber parties, and mother-daughter nights with snapchats and long talks” (Schwartzmier 2017). This overdose occurred a day before this young woman was to enter a rehab program for her addiction. A couple lost their son after he got drunk and died as a result of a head trauma from falling 30 feet and hitting his head on a hard surface (Gaines 2011).

Some families who do not have a member with an SUD lose a loved one as a result of accidents caused by intoxication of a stranger, or gun violence. Families have lost loved ones as a result of drunk/drugged driving accidents or accidental shooting. One woman lost her mother and young daughter at the same time when they were struck by a drunk driver. Another lost a teenage son to random violence associated with a conflict over drugs. While data and study results can identify the prevalence of problems and specific effects on individuals, no data can convey the extent of the emotional pain and heartache experienced by family members who lose a loved one as a result of a drug overdose, accident, medical complication, or murder.

Impact on Health

Intense and persistent emotions caused by the loss of a loved one to an addiction can affect the physical and mental health of family members. A range of emotions is experienced as the family member tries to understand and make sense of what happened, and why it happened (White 2014). One mother stated, “I was sad, angry, in denial, depressed, crazy, panic stricken, any or all of these feelings in one day, sometimes in one hour, one minute” (Daley 2017a). Many had difficulty sleeping, lost their appetite, had to force themselves to get out of bed, and had to push themselves to take care of other children or go to work. Some felt so despondent that they wished they would die. Those parents who have lost a child to overdose are more likely to succumb to grief, depression, post-traumatic-stress disorder, or other mental health problems compared to those who have lost a child to accidents or natural death (Yule, Wilens, and Rauch 2017). Family members whose loved one is in treatment may worry about the possibility of relapse, particularly if this member has a history of multiple treatment episodes followed by relapse. Some family members experience adverse effects even years after exposure to an SUD, regardless of whether their loved one established sobriety.
The Impact of Substance Use Disorders on the Family and Members

It is estimated that 20% or more of the population has a family member with an SUD (Liepman et al. 2014; Minear and Zuckerman 2013; Smith and Daley 2017), which means that these disorders have an impact on a large number of families. Many studies and reports have documented negative effects on family, marital, financial, and emotional stability; on parental competence; on how the family functions within and outside of the family; and on the physical and mental health of individual members (Lander, Howsare, and Byrne 2013; Ward and Daley 2014; Weisner 2010; White and Savage 2005; Young et al. 2015).

Family cohesion and communication are affected, and it is common for the SUD to be a major focus of the family. Parenting behaviors are affected. Fathers with an SUD may be absent or unable to provide nurturing to children that is needed for healthy child development (McMahon 2013).

Physical, sexual, or emotional abuse may occur as a result of intoxication or poor judgment associated with an SUD. Behavior such as threatening family members, lying, manipulation, failed promises, and using family income for drugs harms the family and creates insecurity (White and Daley 2016). The individual with an SUD may have no memory of exhibiting violent or hurtful behavior or may deny that this occurred, which can confuse or damage the victim. Divorce or separation due to marital strife, incarceration, and repeated admissions to hospitals or rehabilitation centers can also occur and upset the stability of the family. An SUD may have lead to a disruption of family roles, such as grandparents raising grandchildren, or teenagers caring for younger siblings.

It is common for families to experience the loss of a loved one during the active phase of an SUD because the affected member is controlled by substances, and often does not function as a responsible parent or family member. This can have an impact on family stability, cohesion, and communication. Communication breakdown can lead to secrecy, confusion, embarrassment, and chaos in the family.

Family members may feel helpless, hopeless, cheated, ashamed, worried, angry, depressed, anxious, and demoralized (Liepman et al. 2014; Wallace 2014). The emotional burden can be quite high, and some family members need professional help for clinical depression or an anxiety disorder. Anger, frustration, and a profound sense of helplessness contribute to conflict and division between spouses, among siblings, and in the parent-child relationship. Some family members feel so upset that they cut ties with the member.
who has the SUD. In a quality improvement study of outpatients conducted by one of the senior authors, 91% of patients reported that they created an emotional burden on their family causing anger, fear, and mistrust (Daley and Moss 2002).

Families lose the feeling of safety if the member with the SUD is violent, suicidal, or unpredictable. Trust can be lost when a parent does not function as a responsible adult. Children may not get the consistency, love, nurturing, or mentoring needed to help them cope with life (Daley and Tarter 2017; McMahon 2013). Or, they may be removed from the home as a result of problems caused by parental substance use. Rates of removal from the home in families with a member with an SUD from 2000 (18.5%) through 2015 (34.4%) have almost doubled (Daley 2017b). In the quality improvement study mentioned previously, 37% of patients with children reported that they either had relatives take care of their children or had them removed by child welfare (Daley and Moss 2002).

Families who experience poverty or a financial burden may feel insecure or fall into debt due to unemployment, underemployment, misuse of family financial resources, or paying for legal or treatment fees that the family can hardly afford. Some parents borrow large sums of money, take out second mortgages, or withdraw money from retirement accounts to pay for treatment for the affected member.

Another type of loss occurs when a parent or other family member with the SUD is incarcerated. SUDs contribute to a broad range of behaviors leading to involvement in the Criminal Justice System (Freudenberg and Heller 2016). A parent or other family member sent to prison creates stresses for the family. A mother that one of the authors worked with lost her addicted son when he went to prison for manslaughter following an incident in which he shot and killed another man while fighting over a drug debt. Her son going to prison was a significant factor in a worsening of her clinical depression.

Losing an adolescent or young adult child shatters the parent’s, grandparent’s, and sibling’s worlds, and changes their perspective. This can affect their emotional stability, relationships, and how they function. A parent may feel guilty and wonder if he or she could have done anything differently to prevent the death of their child. Losing a sibling is painful for brothers or sisters left behind.

While most of this discussion is on the impact of SUDs on the family, members are also affected by the impact of treatment and recovery, both in positive and negative ways. Initially, families often feel relieved when their loved one enters treatment, especially if they are provided an opportunity to share their experiences, express their concerns, and learn coping strategies. Families
develop hope for positive change as they learn about effective treatments and the potential positive impact on their affected member and their family unit.

However, families not invited to participate in treatment may feel resentful and feel left behind as the member with the SUD receives help and attention from professionals and others in recovery. While the behavior associated with an SUD during active addiction often upsets the family, so can behavior during recovery. Some family members, for example, complained that their loved one was absent during the active phase of addiction as well as during recovery as a result of attending meetings and focusing most of their efforts on recovery from addiction. While it is critical for the member with the SUD to prioritize recovery, this must be done in a way that the family is not excluded, forgotten, or ignored. In addition, roles in the family can change as a result of recovery, as in the case of a father becoming more active in raising children after limited involvement during his addiction. The nonaddicted spouse may find it hard to adapt to sharing the power of parenthood. This is just one example of how family dynamics can be affected by a positive event such as a member with an SUD engaging in treatment and recovery.

**Positive Coping and Resilience of Family Members**

Individuals and families affected by addiction are some of society’s most resilient members. Family members may bond more closely together. Some use their experiences for motivation to work hard and be successful. Others use their experiences to educate, support, or help others affected by an SUD (see resource section later in this article for examples of organizations in which family members in recovery play a significant role in helping others). Protective factors that help offset some of the negative effects of an SUD on members include the use of positive psychological coping mechanisms, social skills, and positive connections with parents, other relatives, teachers, or other adults (Ackerman 1987; Daley and Miller 2001).

**The Effects of Substance Use Disorders on Children**

Children are affected by SUDs, yet receive little mention in the national dialogue and policy (Orford et al. 2013; White and Daley 2016). Denniston reviewed the 2016 *Surgeon General’s Report on Alcohol, Drugs and Health* and stated that while this report is comprehensive and informative in many ways, it “neglected to include children of addiction” (Denniston 2017, 10). One of the authors of this article (DD) reviewed the indexes of the three major textbooks on addiction and the titles of 136 studies funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and 448 studies funded by the
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and found that only 4% of the total pages in the textbooks focused on issues related to families or children, and only about 2% of the studies included anything about the family or children in the titles of the research grants.

The impact of SUDs on children is variable, but the increased risk for a range of problems is well documented. Adverse effects are greater when both parents have an SUD, as these disorders impede parenting and the ability to provide a nurturing environment for children (Barnard and McKeganey 2004; Conners et al. 2004; Solis et al. 2012). Multiple studies and reports show that children of parents with SUDs are at increased risk for: abuse or neglect, leading to involvement in the child welfare system; physical health problems; social skill deficits; emotional or psychiatric problems such as anxiety, depression, or low self-esteem; behavioral problems such as oppositional behaviors; and academic problems such as lower grade point averages, increased grade retention, or failure to pursue secondary education (Andreas-Burdzovic and O’Farell 2007; Barnard and McKeganey 2004; Daley 2017b; Kirisci, Vanyukov, and Tarter 2005; Solis et al. 2012; Salo and Flykt 2013; Moss et al. 1995; Smith and Daley 2017; Tartar et al. 1995; 2004; Young et al. 2015).

Nunes conducted two pivotal studies collecting data about the children of opioid-addicted patients who were enrolled in a methadone clinic (Nunes et al. 2000). This implied current stability in their addiction, yet also suggested a chronic and severe course in order to qualify for treatment with methadone. One study analyzed information from evaluations of 283 children, ages 6–17, from diverse ethnic backgrounds. Results showed that this age group was an at-risk population for psychiatric problems including mood disorders (20%), anxiety disorders (24%), behavioral disorders (30%), academic problems (37%), and general global impairment in their day-to-day functioning (25%). Nunes’ studies replicated the findings of earlier studies of children whose parents had opioid, cocaine, or alcohol use disorders that showed that children were at increased risk for a variety of problems.

SUDs interfere with providing a consistent environment for children that is crucial for normal child development (Suchman, Pajalo, and Mayes 2013). A mother’s addiction can lead to attachment problems in the child as a result of the mother being less attentive and engaged during interactions with her infant (Salo and Flykt 2013). This can lead to problems during childhood and influence adult relationships later in life.

SUDs among pregnant mothers are associated with medical complications during pregnancy and delivery including premature birth, fetal alcohol syndrome disorders, or neonatal abstinence syndrome among babies born to women addicted to opioid drugs (Committee on Obstetric Practice 2017;
Jansson and Velez 2010; Kraft et al. 2017; NIAAA 2017; Viteri et al. 2015). Children born to addicted mothers are also at increased risk for developmental and psychological problems. While most of the research has been on babies born to mothers with opioid or alcohol dependence, cigarette smoking and other drug use including marijuana, cocaine, and methamphetamine can contribute to a miscarriage or have an adverse effect on fetal growth, birth weight, asthma, and sudden infant death syndrome (Suchman, Pajalo, and Mayes 2013).

Help for Families and Children

Families benefit from professional guidance in addressing the SUD (Copello, Velleman, and Templeton 2005; Kaufman and Yoshioka 2004; Liepman et al. 2014). Families can facilitate their affected member’s involvement in treatment; attend sessions together to address the SUD and recovery needs; engage in discussions about addiction, treatment, and recovery, the impact on the member and family unit, and what can and cannot be done to help the member with the SUD; point out early warning signs of relapse that their loved one may ignore; and help them stabilize from a relapse should one occur.

Families can help themselves by discussing their experiences with the member with the SUD, examining and changing their own behaviors and emotional reactions, and examining ways to make changes within the family system. Any of these changes can be accomplished by involvement in treatment and/or mutual support programs. While family members often enter treatment and/or mutual support programs initially to help their loved one, they often discover that they need emotional support and help to deal with the impact of the SUD on their behaviors and emotional health.

Professional interventions usually fall into one of three categories: (1) those oriented toward helping the family influence the member with the SUD to enter treatment; (2) those in which family members engage in treatment with the member who has the SUD in education groups, multifamily groups, individual family, or couples therapy sessions; and (3) those that help family members address their own concerns, problems, and emotions without the member with the SUD engaging in these sessions (Templeton, Velleman, and Russell 2010). In addition, there are limited services available to help children affected by SUD in their family.

Interventions to Help Family Members Engage Their Loved One in Treatment

The initial push to engage family members with SUDs in treatment is often a result of intervention by the legal system, employers, or their families. Family
and couples or marital approaches significantly improve treatment engagement and retention rates (Klosterman and O'Farrell 2013; Landau et al. 2000; SAMHSA 2009; Szapocznik et al. 2013). Several approaches focus mainly on helping the family or social network develop strategies to influence their loved one with an SUD to engage in treatment. These strategies include “joining” the family, eliciting family strengths, reviewing previously attempted engagement strategies, determining alliances within the family, and identifying options to influence and engage the member with the SUD in treatment.

Family treatments may also focus on communication and encourage families to change the way they interact with their loved one as a strategy to influence treatment engagement. Research shows that these family approaches lead to significantly higher treatment engagement rates compared to treatment as usual, with 64%–93% of members with an SUD engaging in treatment compared to 25% who receive usual care and not the specialized intervention (Landau et al. 2000; Szapocznik, Hervis, and Schwartz 2003).

Interventions for Couples and Families

There are multiple family and couples approaches to treatment. Some focus mainly on families with an adolescent member, while others focus on families in which an adult member has the SUD.

Family sessions may focus on strategies to stop or reduce substance use and identify adverse consequences of substance use on the individual and family. Other strategies may focus on how to improve motivation to change; family communication and parental behaviors; how to reduce conflict; ways to increase positive reinforcement by rewarding behavior changes; how to stop violence; or how to identify and manage triggers for relapse. Family sessions may also focus on problems specific to a given family.

In addition, approaches for adolescents may focus on improving parent-adolescent interactions, improving school attendance and academic performance, and reducing behavioral or delinquency problems or high-risk sexual behaviors (NIDA 2012; Szapocznik, Hervis, and Schwartz 2003). Results of multiple studies show that these approaches lead to improvements for the member with the SUD and for other family members (NIDA 2012; Klosterman and O’Farrell 2013; Meyers and Wolfe 2004; Stanton and Shadish 1997).

Treatment provided to spouses and partners is effective in helping the member with the SUD achieve abstinence or reduce substance use or relapses after a period of sobriety. Couple-based therapy improves the relationship and supports recovery for both partners. Developing a “recovery contract” is a central component, with “daily rituals” that the couple engages in to reward
continued abstinence. Therapy emphasizes communication and reintroduction of positive experiences, which are often lost when one partner is in active addiction (Klosterman and O'Farrell 2013).

A key part of any discussion with families must include knowledge that effective treatments for OUDs and other SUDs exist and that people do get better; many who respond to treatment go on to lead productive and fulfilling lives. Another key understanding for families is that there are no short-term answers or treatments for SUDs. Although their loved one may prefer limited involvement in treatment, long-term involvement is usually needed to sustain changes and reduce relapse risk.

With OUDs, families need to learn that MATs with methadone or buprenorphine are effective treatments, and that they are used in combination with addiction counseling (Kmiec, Cornelius, and Douaihy 2013; Stine and Kosten 2014). Families sometimes are resistant to the idea of a loved one using another drug to replace heroin or an addictive prescription drug. However, recovery rates are superior when a person with an OUD receives MAT. Medications can also aid recovery from alcohol dependence, so families should gain an understanding of this MAT (Myrick et al. 2014; SAMHSA 2015b).

Addiction is often described as a chronic relapsing and remitting disease, and families sometimes feel hopeless and helpless when their loved one relapses. Helping to prepare individuals and their families for the reality of a relapse is a key part of recovery. Families may become more realistic and feel more hopeful when they learn that relapses are common, that they can influence the member with the SUD to change their treatment plan if a relapse occurs, and that an actual relapse can be stopped and the damage minimized if the member with the SUD or the family takes quick action (Daley and Douaihy 2015; Marlatt and Donovan 2005).

Given the significant increase in drug overdoses, families benefit from learning how to use naloxone to reverse overdose and how to participate in drug take-back programs, in which unused opioid medications can be removed from the home to reduce future misuse. Access to the drug naloxone at home may help reduce the fear that families often have about losing a loved one from a drug overdose. In a study conducted by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, members who received both overdose education and a naloxone rescue kit felt that they could respond to an overdose and save the life of a loved one if needed (Bagley et al. 2017).

Interventions for Individual Family Members

Some family approaches help members improve their coping skills and enrich their lives as they become more confident and able to deal with their loved
one’s SUD and change their own behaviors and emotional reactions. Even if the family member with the SUD refuses help and does not engage in treatment, other family members still can benefit from treatment. Family members can make positive changes and decrease undesirable behaviors that are not helpful to the person with the SUD, such as not arguing, nagging, or confronting this person in a hostile manner (Meyers and Wolfe 2004). Parents can increase their parental competencies and skills (Daley 2017b).

In some instances, family members may need help for their own substance use, a mental health problem, or other problem. Some family approaches offer individual sessions for these family members. In other instances, family members benefit from a referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or counselor, depending on the nature of their current problems. Similarly, children who have substance use, mental health, academic, or behavioral problems may benefit from a mental health evaluation and treatment provided in the school system or community.

**Mutual Support Programs for Families**

Another helpful intervention, which may be used independently of treatment or may result from the encouragement of a professional, is engaging in a mutual support program (MSP) such as Al-Anon, Nar-Anon, or Alateen (Al-Anon Family Groups 1981, 1984). While these programs are available throughout the United States, some family MSPs are specific to local communities.

MSPs can help families become educated about SUDs and the impact they have on the affected person, the family system, and individual family members. They receive support and guidance from others who have learned to cope with addiction in their families. They learn about recovery and how to take steps to manage their own lives and to become less obsessed with the member who has the SUD.

Family members who embrace the program espoused by MSPs and engage in their own recovery may make changes that enhance their health and well-being such as the following:

- Accept that they cannot make the member with the SUD change
- Reduce their preoccupation with the member with the SUD so this is not the central focus of their lives
- Stop unhelpful behaviors such as covering up, or bailing the member with the SUD out of trouble
- Talk about their own behaviors and emotions with other adults to get help and support, and learn from their experiences
• Move toward forgiveness of the member with the SUD
• Decrease self-blame for the problem
• Build on their strengths
• Focus more attention and energy on nonaddicted family members
• Keep up friendships and stay active in family, community, or religious activities
• Other changes that may be unique to a specific person (Daley and Douaihy 2010)

Some family members “give back” by mentoring or sponsoring other family members new in recovery. Others develop professional services in the community, such as a mother who opened up programs offering intensive outpatient and MATs to individuals with SUDs, and services to their families (Daley 2017b). There are many instances of family members organizing MSPs in their communities.

Helping Children in the Family

Professional treatment and/or participation in MSPs may also help parents engage their children in discussions of the problem to help them better understand the SUD (Daley and Douaihy 2010; Moe 2007). Some children may attend treatment sessions and MSPs depending on whether these services are available to them. Children benefit from sharing their experiences and feelings, having their feelings validated, and learning new coping strategies to manage their reactions to a parent’s SUD. In some instances, a child may need professional help for a mental health, substance use, behavior, or academic problem.

Policy Implications

There is a need for everyone concerned about or involved with OUDs and other SUDs to understand that these disorders are not limited to affected individuals. Clearly, these problems often have profound and long-lasting adverse effects on families and their members, including children. This includes medical, social service, criminal justice, legal, and religious professionals who often encounter individuals or families. Legislators and policymakers who develop legislation and fund treatment for SUDs need to include the family in their efforts to address SUD in the community. Failure to do so will only add to the family burden and convey the message that addiction is an individual and not a family problem.
Families and children can be helped indirectly if the member with the SUD receives help, engages in a recovery program, puts his or her life back together, and functions as a responsible member of the family and community. When possible, it is beneficial for families to be involved in educational, support, and treatment services to help them understand SUDs, what they can and cannot do to help their loved one and their family, and how they can address any of the consequences of the SUD on their family or its members. Treatment programs that exclude families do them a disservice.

Table 1 summarizes ideas adapted from a recent article that a colleague and one of the authors (DD) wrote about the impact of the opioid epidemic on families and children, as well as additional ideas about policies to help

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary Table of Policy Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Support for the extended family.</strong> The concerns, problems, and needs of family members affected by SUDs need to be heard, understood, and accepted by anyone involved in planning, providing, or funding services for SUDs. This should include not just family members who may live with the person with the SUD, but others who are affected. For example, grandparents are often affected when their adult son or daughter with one or more children struggles with an OUD or other SUD and is unable to establish or sustain recovery. Some grandparents become primary caretakers of young children, which can create an emotional and financial burden. While grandparents care about their grandchildren, most did not plan to be surrogate parents to their grandchildren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. The importance of a family-based approach.</strong> Considering the family perspective holds true whether these services are offered in licensed addiction programs, medical settings such as emergency rooms, medical or psychiatric hospitals, primary care and other specialty practices, or prisons and jails. Even if a professional never sees a family due to the nature of services offered (e.g., in a prison or jail), services can address the impact of SUDs on the family and what may help them so that the person with the SUD has a better understanding of the family nature of this disorder as well as community services for families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Family education and support.</strong> Family education and support programs should be integrated in organizations or programs offering SUD treatment and recovery support services. Family education can include information on: the causes, effects, and symptoms of SUDs; the neurobiology of addiction (promoting it as a brain disease); treatment and recovery options including medications for opioid, alcohol, or nicotine addiction; the prospects of long-term recovery from SUDs; causes of relapse and strategies to reduce relapse risk; the diversity of pathways of recovery; the role of social support; types and functions of mutual support programs for SUDs and families; the effects of opioid and other SUDs on the family and family members including children; and the commonly experienced stages of family recovery. Families need to understand that there are no short-term solutions to SUDs, and that long-term involvement in treatment and/or recovery increases the chances of sustaining changes over time. We have heard family members express relief when their loved one entered a rehabilitation program without realizing that this is only the beginning of recovery and must be followed with ongoing care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
families and children (White and Daley 2016). These ideas are relevant to other SUDs, as opioid problems are just one type of substance problem that affects our communities.

Help for Families Through the Legal and Criminal Justice Systems

The health of criminal justice populations can be improved through improved integration of services, and making changes in the system to coordinate and/or provide evidence-based services for SUDs and mental health disorders (Freudenberg and Heller 2016). Other ways for legal and criminal justice systems to help individuals and families include the following.

Legal Means

Use legal means to pressure the member with the SUD to engage and participate in treatment. Encouraging accountability to the legal system by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Counseling services.</strong> When possible, counseling services should be offered to families and individual members, including children and siblings, to help them deal with the impact of the SUD on family life and on the health and functioning of individual members. Many addiction programs offer family education but not counseling services. Few offer services to children, perhaps assuming that parents involved in treatment will help their children deal with the SUD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Education.</strong> Education about and linkages to peer-based family mutual support programs should be provided. Some family programs use volunteers in recovery to help new members engage in MSPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Volunteers.</strong> Family members in recovery who have made healthy adjustments to the SUD and have learned to cope with their own reactions can serve as volunteers when possible to help families new to the process. They may be part of, or independent of, MSPs or professional treatment programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Grief services.</strong> Too many families lose a loved one to death from an overdose; medical complications of an alcohol, drug, or tobacco addiction; accidents; suicides; or homicides. Services should be offered to help families share their stories and deal with these losses. Grief groups, if available, can serve as an excellent resource to these family members (Daley 2017a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Family-oriented care.</strong> Family-oriented care within treatment programs spans the functions of assessment; treatment and recovery planning; service delivery; and post-treatment monitoring (such as recovery checkups), support, and if and when needed, early re-intervention if a relapse occurs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

monitoring the participation and progress of the person with the SUD can provide extrinsic motivation until the person internalizes the desire to change.

**Educational or Clinical Treatment in Jails**
When feasible, offer SUD educational or clinical treatment services in jails or prisons so that individuals with SUDs become more knowledgeable about SUDs, more involved in treatment and recovery, and more likely to develop a desire to continue with the services upon release from incarceration.

**Medication-Assisted Treatment**
For those with OUDs, facilitate the initiation of MAT prior to release so that the person is more stable when returning to the community (Lee et al. 2017). The person can also be educated about overdose potential and given naloxone or information about where to get this drug, since those who use opioids soon after release are at risk for overdose due to changes in their tolerance levels and differences in the potency of street drugs like heroin.

**Education About Risk Factors**
Educate offenders and families about the risk factors for reoffending, such as: using alcohol or drugs; breaking the law or performing antisocial acts; showing negative patterns of behavior based on personality; spending time with people who are antisocial or have no respect for the law; poor relationships and connections with others; trouble at work or school; or a lack of healthy leisure or recreational activities.

**On-Site Meetings**
When feasible, facilitate on-site meetings of mutual support programs such as AA, NA, or SMART Recovery. These programs help connect people with others in recovery who can provide support during or after incarceration. Many people in recovery have personal experience with the criminal justice system and can serve as mentors or positive role models for those with SUDs who are incarcerated.

**Resources for Families**
There are resources in the State of Pennsylvania and across the United States that provide information and support for those affected by SUDs, but it is clear that more resources and easier access to help are needed for families affected by a loved one’s addiction. Please refer to the Appendix to this article for detailed information about these resources.
Concluding Remarks

The opioid epidemic and other substance problems affect nearly everyone in our society, including families who experience adverse effects when a loved one has an SUD. Any substance problem can have an impact on a person’s physical, mental, emotional, and financial health and create a severe burden for the family.

This major health, social, and safety problem cannot be effectively addressed without considering the impact of SUDs on families and members, including children, and including them in treatment and recovery. While addiction is promoted as a “family disease,” in reality many family members are not offered the opportunity to engage in treatment for their own health. Promoting awareness of this often forgotten population and finding long-term solutions to help support vulnerable families need to occur on all levels: individual, societal, and political. Families and children need and deserve the utmost consideration in policies that affect how we support them. While there are family-oriented treatments and mutual support programs available to help families, we all need to do a better job educating families, connecting them with these resources, and addressing their concerns and problems. Any expansion of clinical services for opioid and other addictions should include services and help for families and members, including children.

APPENDIX

Resources for Families

1. Al-Anon (al-anon.org). This is a mutual support program for friends and families of individuals with alcohol problems.
2. Alateen (al-anon.org/for-members/group-resources/alateen/). This is a fellowship of young Al-Anon members, usually teenagers, whose lives have been affected by someone else’s drinking. Like Al-Anon, Alateen provides group meetings where members share experiences and learn the principles of the Al-Anon program.
3. Bridge to Hope (bridge2hope.org/). This is a family support program in the Pittsburgh area that offers education and help for families and concerned others affected by a loved one’s addiction.
4. Community Reinforcement Approach and Family Training (CRAFT) (www.robertjmeyersphd.com/craft.html). This is an approach to help families and significant others deal with a substance use problem in the family. It provides guidance on how to engage the member with the substance problem in treatment. It
also helps the family deal with their own reactions to a loved one and engage in their own recovery.

5. **Faces and Voices of Recovery** (facesandvoicesofrecovery.org). This is an advocacy organization that provides information and support for families and those with a substance use disorder.

6. **Facing Addiction** (www.facingaddiction.org). This is an advocacy organization dedicated to finding solutions to the addiction crisis. They aim to build a national constituency, increase access to treatment, translate scientific innovation into services, advocate for governments to implement evidence-based policies, and share the proof of long-term recovery.

7. **Family Resource Center** (www.familyresourcectr.org/category/community/). This website has various resources for families to understand and address a child’s substance use. The resources can be filtered by the intended user, for example, parents of young adolescents, older teens, adult children, or teachers/community support personnel.

8. **Nar-Anon** (www.nar-anon.org/). This is a mutual support program for families affected by any type of drug problem.

9. **National Association of Children of Alcoholics** (nacoa.org). This is an advocacy group that aims to eliminate the adverse impact of alcohol and drug use on children and families. Their goals are to raise public awareness; provide leadership in public policy at the national, state, and local levels; inform and educate the community; disseminate information; and advocate for accessible programs and services.

10. **National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)** (www.drugabuse.gov/patients-families). NIDA provides information on many topics of interest for families, including information about drugs, treatment programs, and current research initiatives.

11. **Partnership for Drug-Free Kids** (drugfree.org). This is a nonprofit organization that aims to help families struggling with their son or daughter’s substance use. They provide information, support, and guidance to families, in addition to advocating for greater understanding and more effective programs to treat addiction. They offer a helpline that helps families connect with experts.

12. **Sage’s Army** (www.sagesarmy.com). This is a nonprofit drug awareness and prevention organization in Westmoreland County (western PA) that aims to offer support, guidance, and encouragement to others who have also been affected by addiction. They offer
monthly community meetings, presentations in the community, and information about resources available for those suffering from addiction.

Pennsylvania State Resources

These resources can help the family locate licensed alcohol and drug treatment programs in any county in the state. Some include educational resources on topics related to opioid use disorders or other SUDs.

1. **PA Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs** ([www.ddap.pa.gov/](http://www.ddap.pa.gov/)). This site provides information about SUDs, overdoses, naloxone, clinical guidelines to determine level of care needed, and treatment resources throughout the state (see “Find Treatment Services”).

2. **PA Get Help Now** ([apps.ddap.pa.gov/gethelpnow/Index.aspx](http://apps.ddap.pa.gov/gethelpnow/Index.aspx) 1-800-662-4357). This website and helpline provide information about local resources for substance use disorders. Go to “Care Provider Search” and enter the county name or zip code of the area in which you are looking for treatment programs. This helpline can also direct you to funding alternatives for the uninsured who may not be eligible for Medicaid.

Federal Government Resources

These websites provide a rich array of free educational, clinical, and research resources on substance use and SUDs, including OUDs. All include access to e-files with this information, including screening tools and treatment manuals and protocols for professionals.

1. **National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)** ([www.niaaa.nih.gov/](http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/)). This site provides information on alcohol problems, treatment, and research. It includes information for professionals, individuals with alcohol problems, and families.

2. **National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)** ([www.drugabuse.gov/](http://www.drugabuse.gov/)). This site provides information on substances, substance use disorders, opioid overdoses, treatment, and research. There are specific links with tools for brief screening of a drug problem by professionals to assess opioid risk or opioid withdrawal symptoms (e.g.,
NIDA Quick Screen; DAST-10; Clinical Opioid Withdrawal Scale; and Opioid Risk Tool).

3. **Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)** (www.samhsa.gov/). This site provides treatment and recovery resources and information on evidence-based practices for SUDs.

See samhsa.gov/medication-assisted-treatment for training materials and provider resources on the use of medication for opioid addiction, and waivers for physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants.

See www.samhsa.gov/nrepp to access the National Registry of Evidence-Based Programs and Practices (NREPP).
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